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Overview

- This presentation is being brought to you by the IDEMA 4K Technical Committee
- The purpose of this presentation is to make everyone aware of the transition of the physical sector size of Hard Disk Drives (HDD) from 512 bytes to 4K bytes
- Who might be affected:
  - Disk drive vendors - obviously
  - Operating System (OS) suppliers
  - Storage Subsystem developers
  - System developers
  - Application developers
  - Etc., etc.
About IDEMA

- IDEMA is the not-for-profit trade association serving the over $60 billion data storage industry’s growth worldwide with international trade shows, technical conferences, standards programs, dinner programs, and industry assessments. IDEMA members are comprised of companies in both hard drive and solid state drive manufacturing, including their diverse and robust supply chain.

- Who Are IDEMA Members? -- IDEMA corporate members are the companies that comprise the over $60 billion data storage industry (HDD and NAND Flash) and its robust, dynamic supply chain, including the designers and manufacturers of hard drives, heads, media, substrate, process and test equipment, materials and other parts used in data storage devices, including solid state drives, and other alternative forms of storage. All employees of IDEMA corporate member companies are IDEMA members and are entitled to full member benefits including discounts on conferences, symposia DISKCON tradeshows and all other IDEMA activities offered worldwide. Complete details are available at www.idema.org
Brief History to 4K Sectors

- As far back as 2000, the HDD industry recognized the need to make changes to the data format in order to continue areal density growth.
- The Long Data Sector (LDS) Committee was formed under the guidance of IDEMA.
- In 2003, the committee requested Microsoft to support up to a 4K sector format in their next OS.
- Windows Vista and Longhorn both have some support for both emulated and non-emulated 4K sector hard disk drives.
- Today we are here to inform you of these changes coming and make you aware of the consequences.
Why 4K Sectors?
Areal Density Growth

HDD Areal Density Perspective
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Areal Density Examined

Example -

Areal Density of Mobile HDD: 240 Gb/in²

- Track density = 200k TPI, Track Pitch = 127nm (127 x 10⁻⁶ mm)
- Bit Density = 1200k BPI, Bit Length = 21 nm (21 x 10⁻⁶ mm)
Defect Density is Increasing

Typical 512-Byte sector ECC scheme can correct up to ~50 Byte length defect with 40 x 10-bit symbols

Future-generation HDD’s will see larger defects

Must improve ECC scheme to maintain UER
Format Efficiency with Long Block

One 512 Byte Sector

Eight 512 Byte Sectors

One 4k Byte Sector

Format Efficiency Improvement

• Format Efficiency improves by 6-13% with 4kB sector (depends on 512B sector layout, and disk size)
• Gains can be used to reduce BPI or TPI and improve yield

Servo fields, gaps and sync fields not shown for clarity

Distributed ECC
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The Impact of 4K Sectors
Key Points

☐ New disk drive introductions from disk drive suppliers will ship with 4KB sectors on disk starting CYQ1 2011

☐ Implications:
  ☐ Requires the entire industry food chain to prepare for the transition including OEMs, ODMs, Software apps, Partition tool providers, etc.
  
  ☐ OEMs requiring 512B Native products will need to purchase legacy capacity points/drives
  
  ☐ Decision does not preclude earlier 4KB product introductions
Disk Drive suppliers are planning to ship 4KB sector drives with 512B Emulation mode until full OS support for 4KB Native is available

Implications:
- Disk drive suppliers are planning to ship 512B Emulation until 4KB Native is fully supported by all OS and Apps (i.e. beyond 2012)
- Enterprise SAS/FC drives may ship as 4KB Native to customers where unique support for 4KB sectors exists
  - A one-time quick format option to change between 512B Emulation and 4KB Native will be made available
- No reformat options for SATA Enterprise applications are possible—i.e. Nearline
  - SATA Nearline must accept 512B Emulation or continue purchasing legacy 512B Native drives until a 4KB Native OS solution is available
All Disk Drive suppliers agree to a single LBA alignment default in 512B Emulation—one for SATA, another for SCSI

Implications:
- A single alignment standard should minimize the potential pitfalls due to Imaging Install processes
  - Provides best opportunity to ensure proper alignment even if Vista tools are bypassed by ODMs, Fortune 500 IT Departments, etc.
  - Once new images are created for large sector drives, they should be transportable to all disk drive suppliers without modification
- Unique customers may require a different alignment—handled on exception basis
- For SATA, one alignment option—alignment 1—provides the best performance for legacy, non large sector aware systems.
- For SCSI = TBD
Alignment

Disc Sectors: 4KB
Host Sectors: 512B

- Even Length - Aligned
- Odd Length - Aligned
- Odd Length - Misaligned
- Even Length - Misaligned
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Effects of misaligned transfers

- Writes starting on a 4K Byte boundary with transfer length a multiple of 4K Bytes require NO read-modify-write (RMW).
- Writes starting on a 4K Byte boundary with transfer length NOT a multiple of 4K Bytes require RMW on last LBA.
- Writes NOT starting on a 4K Byte boundary with transfer length a multiple of 4K Bytes require RMW on first and last LBA.
- Writes NOT starting on a 4K Byte boundary with transfer length NOT a multiple of 4K Bytes requires a RMW on first and (probably) last LBA.
I. Propose to ANSI INCITS T10 and ANSI INCITS T13 Committee proposals to implement a correctible error option to inform hosts of misaligned transfers

- Data transferred correctly but host receives a direct indication that a performance impact is occurring due to misaligned transfers (Read-Modify-Write events)
- Proposal owner: WD

2. Propose an ANSI INCITS T10 standard for Format Device from 512B host transfers to 4KB host transfers

- Note: Leave flexible host sector size for future host sector size increase
- Proposal owner: Seagate
## Emulation

### Host Interface

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drive Physical Sector</th>
<th>512 Bytes on media</th>
<th>512 Native</th>
<th>512 Emulation</th>
<th>4K Bytes on media</th>
<th>4K Native</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>512</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>512 Bytes</td>
<td>4K</td>
<td>4K Bytes on media</td>
<td>4K Bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4K</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>4K Bytes</td>
<td>4K Native</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Emulation

Eight - 512 Byte Sectors

One - 4k Byte Sector
Document LBA1-03 (an IDEMA Standard)

- This document defines the algorithm used by all HDD vendors for determining the number of LBAs a disk drive shall have based on the reported capacity of the drive.

- This document has been expanded to include:
  - SATA/SAS Disk drives
  - SATA/SAS Large Data Sector (4K sector) drives
  - SAS disk drives whose sector is formatted with the T10 PI (Protection Information), a.k.a. DIF (Data Integrity Format).

- The way in which a drive notifies the host of its LBA count is defined in standard documents referenced in section 3.0.

Document available at www.IDEMA.org
Summary

• 4kB Logical Sector size impacts OS, BIOS and driver code

• BIOS will need to detect and utilize 4kB devices

• Some applications that bypass the OS File System need to be modified

• Emulation potentially impacts performance due to Read/Modify/Write
  • Will be necessary to support legacy applications
  • Not acceptable to some customers

• On Enterprise HDD’s –
  • RAID controllers and other initiator devices need modifications
  • 512B Emulation may not be appropriate

• Impact of 4kB HDD’s on Operating Systems and applications is being assessed by the IDEMA 4kB Block Working Group
  All major HDD makers are represented

• Microsoft, Oracle and other software vendors are involved
Big Sector Documents

- www.BigSector.org
  - 4KB Sector Transition
  - Hard Disk Drive Long Data Sector White Paper
  - Large Sectors Seagate Technology
  - Big Sector Backgrounder
  - Corporation Opportunities and Challenges for Higher Density Recording
  - Transition Requirements: Lessons from Serial ATA
  - Larger Sector Sizes: A Drive Vendor’s Perspective
  - 4K-Block Format Efficiency and SNR Gain
  - Large Blocks for Reliability
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4kB is coming !
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